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Continuous Control  
Monitoring

Why we created SatoriCCM



When considering current financial 

controls and how they are managed 

today,  most businesses are still 

implementing old-fashioned tactics 

and techniques like manual reports and 

multiple excel spreadsheets.

Why we created SatoriCCM 
The business world’s Finance and Audit Departments 

have never had so many accountability requirements, 

high standards of governance and ongoing demands for 

financial reporting transparency and accuracy. 

A large number of transactions increase the risk of 

exposure to fraud and process errors. This, along with 

the requirement for a high level of assurance, creates a 

need for a better solution for visibility and governance. 

For finance executives responsible for 

controls there is great risk with such ad 

hoc and manual processes leading to 

multiple pain points and weaknesses. It 

is important we expose and review these 

in order to attain a deeper understanding 

behind the situations they cause and the  

potential ramifications that exist.
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Pain points and  
weaknesses exposed

Why Satori Group  
created SatoriCCM? 

To learn from these, it is important and 
valuable to review them in greater detail

EXTREMELY MANUAL

1. Data is extracted, exported and manipulated to find the 
exceptions and this is tedious and time consuming and often 
very superficial.  Also the volumes of data make it challenging 
to find what is truly an exception.  

2. It is difficult to get exception reports developed or modified in 
the ER system so users perform many manual work arounds.

ADHOC OR INFREQUENT

They are usually delivered as part of an annual audit so if done as, 
business as usual, due to it usually being a manual process, this is 
not done often and may often be skipped due to someone away 
or busy.

TELEPHONE BOOK OF EXCEPTIONS

Due to being a once-off and not a focus on refining the tests to 
produce more high value exceptions, this factor usually leads to 
a poor experience by the customer on analytics and causes a 
disconnect between the business and audit and risk departments. 
 

LIMITED AVAILABILITY OF SKILLS

This job is often outsourced to a consulting firm as part of an 
annual review and this can be expensive, can be difficult to 
resource internally (due to lack of available skills in this area) and 
many of the reports where built in the ERP or by someone no 
longer there and often not easily changed or updated to reflect 
the current policies and controls and changes that have occurred 
in the business. 

Challenges faced by 
current controls

• Manual

• Adhoc or infrequent

• Limited availability of skills

• “Telephone book” of exceptions

• Limited visability of outcomes

• Minimal Re-assurance

LIMITED VISIBILITY OF OUTCOMES

Exception finding outcomes are often updated on an excel 
worksheet and not easily tracked. Therefor, exceptions take time 
to resolve and are not easy to keep track of, it’s hard to track 
everything and who is doing what and there is no workflow. 
Issues can be missed or slip through the cracks.

MINIMAL REASSURANCE

Old control monitoring techniques can lead to things slipping 
through the cracks. Current control monitoring provides 
management with a minimal level of reassurance and leading 
to the most important concern; that an Audit may uncover 
something basic that should be identified, or a potential area  
for fraud.

For management, who rely on controls working all the time, there 
are additional high-level problems and risks associated with old 
control monitoring techniques and tactics. It often helps to look 
at, review and consider some examples of what such problems 
can lead to or the problems they may cause and the ripple effect, 
as a result. 

As people get busy and things change, controls breakdown and 
fail and are only exposed when there is a significant event and  
it is important to present some examples, to understand the 
problems they cause.
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Control and processes fail

Often system controls get switched off for an 
upgrade or a batch process. Sometimes these are 
not switched back on, or the control can now be 
bypassed. EG: Controls are often switched off for 
importing invoices overnight – the employee doesn’t 
want to return to work in the morning to find the 
mass upload has failed and...stopped. 

Controls can also be turned off accidently as part of a 
software upgrade. The Business was then not made 
aware that the controls were turned off until the 
transactions were tested. 
 

1. Controls get turned off

Historically, people relied on people to process and 
monitor what they do – when a task is repetitive 
people can become notoriously complacent which 
is where in a new system (like SatoriCCM) Machine 
Learning and Artificial Intelligence techniques 
can come into play. An example of the “Human 
Element” could be data capture where 000189 
is entered as 189. Or a transposition of a number 
entered as 198 and not 189. To get the job done or to 
get around a control an employee could enter an A 
or another character after the invoice number. There 
are examples where a system may be saying “this 

2. The Human Element
is a duplicate, do you want to proceed?” And the 
operator clicks YES. If the procurement process is to 
raise a purchase order before the customer invoices, 
why does the data often show invoice dates before 
Purchase Order date? and often invoices may have 
no Purchase Order. Alternatively looking at 10,000 
records, it’s easy to miss something.  Even worse if a 
person responsible for the control is away or has left 
the business and no-one is checking...for example 
think of airport security not having a replacement 
because the guard goes on holiday.

Management often have no visibility across the 
follow up process on data exceptions, and there is 
often no mechanism to provide feedback on what 
the exceptions are and how they are solved or to be 
solved. In such cases, if this is done at all,  it is very 

4. No Follow Up Action

If there is a breakdown in communication when 
Policies change – they won’t be implemented 
properly. For example: 
 

3. Communication Breakdown

One such example of this might be a retailer who 
thinks discounts could not be applied without 
branch manager approval but find out that, by 
implementing a modern Control Monitoring 
solution, this control was switched off due to a 
system upgrade - meaning anyone could apply any 
discount for any amount without approval. Not so in 
older environments or with older manual system. In 
this example, Management may have been unaware 
that millions of dollars of discounts had been 
applied to customer accounts over a 2-year period.

manual - often using a static Microsoft Excel file. 
Without understanding why an issue is occurring,  
it is difficult to identify the root cause to remediate 
the problem – and reduce or stop future exceptions. 

a. Quite often when potential credit card abuse is 
uncovered, the card holder says they were not 
aware of the policy or the policy is not clear. 

b. Employees can move on or change roles and 
don’t fully hand over to new employees.
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This is why we created SatoriCCM 
So how exactly does SatoriCCM solve 
for such Pain Points, exposed above?
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SatoriCCM is a fully automated solution that alerts users 
when an exception has occurred.

1. AUTOMATED

SatoriCCM is a system that runs on a daily basis to deliver a 
manageable number of true exceptions to the user with the 
ability to fix issues as they arise rather than weeks months or 
years after they first occurred. If this is daily, then the volumes 
are easily managed, there is awareness that the controls are 
operating continuously, and it becomes a habit to do checks.

2. DAILY MONITORING

Satori works with customers to continually refine the tests to 
ensure the most relevant exceptions are identified. No more 
telephone books of exceptions. We provide a solution that 
can change, evolve and update with your business.  

For example: Your company has a change in policy – this 
requires the tests performed to be updated. We also want 
to have the business focus on Highly Probable and valuable 
exceptions and remove the false positives. Most importantly 
it is about managing the volume of exceptions to an 
acceptable level.  Adding filters, risk ranking and doing this 
daily contributes to achieving this.

4. ONGOING REFINEMENT

Satori manages the solutions from a system administration 
perspective. All the customer has to do is follow up the 
exceptions! Satori will add or modify tests on behalf of the 
customer so there is no need to hire someone internally.  
Also, it is difficult to manage internally if a person leaves the 
company or is on holiday and, in addition, the customer 
benefits from Satori’s expertise in delivering and running 
a CCM solution.  Often customers either don’t have the 
resources or the time or skills, especially as this requires a 
team approach. 
CCM quickly becomes an operational and daily system, so 
you need to be on top of the exceptions daily.  Satori can also 
provide this service for you,  which allows its customers and 
users to focus on the exception they are assigned.

3. MANAGED SERVICE

By having a workflow - simple or complex – we can ensure 
that all relevant exceptions get followed up and there is a 
nominated person responsible. We also ensure exceptions are 
investigated in a timely fashion and escalated when needed.

5. WORKFLOW

With SatoriCCM you will have visibility of who is doing 
something vs not doing something to resolve the exceptions. 
By having an active workflow we can tell who is looking 
into which exception, who is not bothering and where the 
exception is at – nothing falls between the gaps. 

Most importantly SatoriCCM is able to get a reason, action 
and outcome for each exception and this gives insight into 
why the exception happened, thereby improving the control 
and business environment. Such visibility also ensures that 
the business can own and operate the control environment 
in a continuous way to focus on the most important aspect; 
following up the exceptions and resolving them.

6. REALTIME VISIBILITY

With all the above in hand in one SatoriCCM solution, you 
get greater assurance that the controls are working since the 
system is continuously testing 100% of the transactions 100% 
of the time.

7. 100% reassurance

Here are a few ways:



Want more?  
What is the next step?

continuous   control   monitoring

What is SatoriCCM and  
what are the benefits? 

READ MORE

CONTACT US

Questions?
Request a call back OR speak  
to a SatoriCCM specialist now

Case Studies

READ MORE

Stay ahead of the curve
SatoriCCM are leading the way in continuous 
control monitoring. Follow our journey by 
subscribing to our weekly insights.

SUBSCRIBE

See a practical application  
of SatoriCCM for yourself.

www.satorigroup.com.au

Sydney
Level 4, 15 Bourke Road,  
Mascot NSW 2015

Melbourne
Suite 2, Level 9,
3 Bowen Crescent,  
Melbourne VIC 3004 

Telephone: 
+61 3 9820 2470

New Zealand
Level 1, Findex House,  
57 Willis Street,  
Wellington, 6011 

Telephone: 
+61 2 9667 3866

General Support
1800 SATORI (1800 728 674)
Email: satoriinfo@satorigroup.com.au

Get in touch

Telephone: 
1800 728 674

https://connect.satorigroup.com.au/what-is-satoriccm-and-how-it-works-guide
https://satorigroup.com.au/contact-us/
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